About
Audio Visual Club is the official film making club of VSSUT Burla (erstwhile University college of Engineering, Burla). It is a club of creative enthusiasts interested in cinematography, video editing, scripting, direction and filmmaking.

What We Do
We at AVC VSSUT want to make a change in our society by proving them entertainment, learning and social awareness. Apart from that, we work on various activities such as.

- Making short films and documentaries
- Conducting workshops on filmmaking
- Organizing filmfest
- Conducting different events and competitions
Activities:

   Link: https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Badlav+AVC+VSSUT

   Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUFCi_WLR08

3. Received more than 50 short films and documentaries from France and across India for Annual Film Making Competition.

4. Stood Runner-up in Film Making Competition at IIT Kharagpur's Spring Fest.

5. Appreciated by Sambalpur Municipal Corporation and will be collaborating with them for a new documentary project.
6. Viewed more than 50,000 times across all of the social media platforms.

7. Organized various online competition to promote filmmaking culture in the college and across the state.

8. Made after movie of Annual Sports Fest and Technical Fest of VSSUT.

9. Organized VSSUT Got Talent, where the students displayed their talent.

10. Made short films regarding Kartavya to raise awareness in society.
    Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9fA6p7XOFs.
Hi,

Following your email request to participate in the DRISHYA Film Festival I send you my application here, I have previously completed the form via the link Google Doc transmitted in the mail below and here you will find the link Vimeo of my film.
I left the download permission for you to download, the film is too heavy for sending by mail. I can do a Wetransfer if needed.

https://vimeo.com/318806449

This is a short documentary, it is a profile of a young New York basketball player trying to break into this city where competition is tough.

Shot on : RED Scarlet-W with Rokinon Cinelens 35mm & 85mm
Written, Directed & Edited by : Bruno Fagotti
Assistant Director : Matthieu Bernhard
Sound Design & Mix : Kinane Moualla
Produce by : TWO FILMS - Bruno Fagotti

Thank you for the invitation to participate.

Bests regards

Bruno Fagotti
Réalisateur
Directeur de production
VIDE OGRAPHY WORKSHOP
BY SHASWAT PADHI

DATE - 8 MARCH  TIME 11 AM - 1 PM
VENUE - MECHANICAL SEMINAR HALL

PRITAM 9424661470  SIDDHARTH 9436709542
Nanha Mard
a standup comedy special by Alokesh Sinha
9th March
Sir Visveswaraya Auditorium, VSSUT, Burla